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What are your 
favourite memories of 

childhood?





But what happened?
•Increased urbanization

•Diminished free time (longer school/daycare

more after school activities

•Fear of risking dangers publicized by media

•Fear and risk of lawsuits

•“plugged-in” play

Did you know?

•American children spend 27% of their time

with electronic media.

•They spend 1% outside (includes 

highly-structured adult-led activities).

•American 2 year olds spend in:

unstructured outdoor play:  30 min/wk

TV viewing:  2.6 hours daily



Children need nature…
To acquire fundamental life skills:

•Critical thinking

•Creative inquiry (divergent thinking)

•Problem solving

Physical health:

•Obesity is a big problem (more than 25% 

of industrialized  nations)

•Helps children’s immune systems to 

develop and less vulnerable to allergies

Mental health:

•Rise in stress, emotional and conduct dis-

orders, ADHD



Nature Needs Children…
•They are the future guardians of our   

earth.

•Frequent unstructured play in natural 

settings has been found to be the 

most common influence on the develop-

ment of life-long conservation values. 

•Extinction of “nature” experience leads to 

a rise in excessive materialism

•“Nature Deficit Disorder describes the 

human costs of alienation from nature…

diminished use of the senses, attention

difficulties, and higher rates of emotional

& physical illnesses.”  (Richard Louv)



For “Great” Nature Play…

“Wild” in the child’s eyes



For “Great” Nature Play…

Hills, dirt, holes, rocks, water, bugs…

Free to dig, collect,

climb, build & hide…



“Nature Play or Play In Nature?

“child-centered:  children themselves initiate

guide, change or abandon

Actively engages children with nature & its

elements not just in nature.



Art or Science?



Dandelion Jelly



Bubbles are…

“sticky…they’re climbing”  “they’re too heavy, they’re falling”

“we are racing”



“children love to learn 

among themselves…the 

interaction between children 

is very fertile and very rich 

relationship”   

Gravel Babies    



Ice & Snow Building



Banana Slug Comes 

For a Visit

“it smells sweet”

“where’s he going?”



“We need to think of the school as a living 

organism.  Children have to feel that the 

world is inside the school and moves and 

thinks and works and reflects on everything 

that goes on.”

…Malaguzzi



Growing Mosquitoes?



“I’m drawing this feather I found.”

“I’m drawing the board.”

Pond Documentation

At

Wee Ones



Getting Closer & Closer

Deer “poo”,

Old bear poo,

Mosquito larvae,

Water Bugs,

Slime,

Snake grass,

Teeny tiny water

plants…



Walk-about

Behind Wee Ones

Look closely



Move carefully, What do you smell, hear?”



After the Walk-About

When Emmett arrived, the children gave him all 

the details.

Elijah:  “We went up the hill and we went across 

the bridge.  We went to the plum trees to pick 

some plums.  I think that was pretty fun.”

Enya:  “and we found dandelions, snake grass 

and clover and leaves.”

N:  “what kind of leaves?”

Enya:  “Lamb ones.”

Emmett:  “What are they?”

Enya:  “Leaves and they grow on plants.  We 

found them and cooked them and we fried them 

with butter and they were yummy.”

Elijah:  “they were really buttery, they taste like 

spinach.  Yum.”

Hannah:  “and very soft.”



Some Common

Wild Plants

Plantain

Mullein                                Snake Grass

Chokecherry

We use plantain for

mosquito bites to stop

the itching, for bee 

stings, and rashes….



Going On A Bug Hunt

We found:

Hawkweed

Cones

Spittle bugs

Spiders

Vetch 

Daisies

A strange moss-covered

rock



Lying in the Clover “it smells so 

good…it feels so cool.”

Tree bark rubbing
Snake plantain

Witch’s Hair

Every hike had a plan, we 

were always open for the 

unexpected.

Freckle Pelt



Using our cameras to document:

Each has their own journey to share.



Pussytoes look 

like pussy toes!!”
“the leaves are really prickly”

We found Oregon Grape

Emmett: “mmmm, they are 

sour, but I really like them.”

Dawson: “I love picking 

berries.”

We picked a hat full and 

made jelly out of the berries.

“an old tree person”



Search for Art Supplies

Soma: “the earth is our 

mother, she takes care of 

us and we take care of 

her cause she loves us.”

We learn when and what

To touch.



Nature Headwear:

inspired by 

Surma &

Ursi tribes of 

Africa



Using Nature’s Colours

We gathered our supplies:  charcoal from the fire, 

hawkweed (orange), chicory (blue), chokecherries

(red), dirt/mud, grass.



Our Creations



Documenting Using Art

Media

Natural objects as the 

subject, children are free 

to choose what they will 

use for their documentation

(pencils, crayons, paint)



Mateo & Brynn

They look intently at the

details, even using touch

for confirmation.  Did I get 

the feel right?



Toby was fascinated by the rolls of 

birch bark we salvaged from a downed

tree.



Leaves Study



Collection to …

…Print. 



Making their own paths of 

observations and 

interactions with material. 



“All of this is a great forest.  Inside 
the forest is the child.  The forest is 
beautiful, fascinating, green, and 
full of hopes, there are no paths.  
Although it isn’t easy, we have to 
make our own paths, as teachers 
and children and families, in the 
forest.”                         …Malaguzzi



“We need to define the 

role of the adult…as a 

creator of relationships 

not only between people 

but also between things, 

between thoughts, with 

the environment….

We teachers must see 

ourselves as researchers, 

able to think, and to 

produce a true 

curriculum, a curriculum 

produced from all of the 

children.”               

…Malaguzzi


